Appendix F: Social Media

African Facebook users speak out against mass circumcision

February 2017 – April 2019
Involuntary Circumcisions

Continued from Section I.

Consistent with the findings of the VMMC Experience Project’s investigation, Luo parents commenting on Facebook have mixed perceptions regarding their legal rights in the mass circumcision campaign.
When asked if men should be circumcised, a little survey I have just finished produced the following:

1. Majority response was NO (62%)
2. Majority of people that said NO were from Southern Africa.

Is there a cultural value within Southern Africans that makes them less keen on circumcision?

Is male circumcision a form of genital mutilation?

Should circumcision be done to young boys below the age of consent?

I'd love to have your opinions and contributions as part of episode 3 of the Cultural Dialogue Series which will start shooting soon. If you are interested, please let me know via inbox. All nationalities welcome as their input will form a basis for comparison to Zimbabwe in particular.

---

The VMMC Experience Project
February 28, 2019

"(Circumcision) should ... come at a time when somebody is able to make his own decision rightfully at the age of 18 and above. Not small children, not cheating people with some goodies and then after that, they begin regretting."
No joy when you are next. Boys waiting for circumcision.

There's serious medical things the government can offer free services which people die everyday but our government decide to offer free circumcision. The free circumcision is now starting to make me wanna dig deeper. I know the talk of health that comes with circumcision but I'm very serious that the government can prioritise to fund it nationally. There's a commission also when you refer a boy for circumcision. What is happening here is we take our boys there without them fully understand the symbol of circumcision. What if many uncircumcised boys if they were at the right age, to be men were not gonna agree to the circumcisors? Something isn't right here! We can debate about the health to this practice but something isn't just right.

“The real question is why is The US paying for your circumcision?”

I SMELL RACISM
WHY MEN'S CLINIC,
CIRCUMCISION & HIV
ADVERTS ARE ACTED BY
BLACKS???
Mac’Olonde David
September 14, 2021
To Headmaster,
Achehg Primary School
Kigan, Ranguw constituency
Home bay County
Dear Sir,
Yesterday my 9 years old son came from school with a letter, A letter seeking for parent’s consent if he should go for circumcision.
Did you take time to think of the psychological trauma that you’re subjecting these children to? What if a parent (in his/her own wisdom) restrain her boy from this exercise while the rest of his classmates are allowed? Will it not affect his self-esteem? And how do you intend to handle such incidents?
As a parent, who does not believe in the ‘HIV-Circumcision myth’ How do you even start to explain to a STD 3 pupil the benefits of circumcision? And why he should go or not?
Who takes the responsibility incase the procedure/surgery goes wrong? Is it the school or the parent?
How will the school protect the children who opts not to get circumcised from psychological bullying from the rest who went for the surgery?
I mostly attended my primary & secondary in Rift Valley, from Gilgil Railways Nursery school, to Kikopey Primary in Kariandusi, etc before finally sitting for my KCPE in Ruiru Primary in Engashura, Subukia where even parade announcements were done in Gikuyu language. At all times more than 90% of my classmates were from Kikuyu community, a community which practiced circumcision. But circumcision debates was a taboo within the school compound. Though naughty pupils could still taunt uncircumcising communities.
At no time did local clinics or PCEA Church which always organized annual mass circumcision(mostly in December holidays) ever came to our schools to recruit pupils for circumcision.
Circumcision remains a personal/family decision and our children must be protected from the money-thirsty NGOs who are mainly concerned with statistics, they are mainly paid according to the number of individuals they take for circumcision.
In my belief as an individual, I believe this pressure on young children despite how well intended will only results in driving our innocent children to start practicing sex at an early age if it must be done, then it must be restricted to mature pupils who can make independent decisions ie Class 7 or 8 pupil!
Concerned Parent
Mac’Olonde David

Calvin Parma Sobatha
September 6, 2021
I still can’t get why our government find it best to circumcise minors. There is a programme of enrolling Junior school boys for circumcision, and a consent to the parents comes after.

Martin Nyakundi O’barimo
August 30, 2021
As we condemn Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), we should today discuss circumcision of young boys. Why should we subject young people to a painful process without their consent? Let circumcision be done at 18 years when they are mature enough to know what and why they are undergoing the process.

Humphrey Hala Nairobi
Couldn’t agree better.

Stella Orio
Traditions kando! Medically: Apart from HIV, circumcision also prevents cancer of the penis as well as cancer of the cervix for the female sexual partner and even STDs/STIs. It is also therapeutic if the foreskin ‘decides’ it won’t retract. Circumcision... See More

Ochieng’ Ochoso
Base your argument with a scientific study. Nature was not stupid to place the foreskin where it is.

Fred Okello
Schools need to concentrate on curriculum not conducting circumcision business.

Min Izo
My son also suffered the same trauma from his peers

Mac’Olonde David
Sad! Parents must protect their children from this, it affects their self-esteem

Dorcas Sarkozy
What am wondering is that must it be done by school? Kwani they can’t let you do it at your own time?

Ojoo Dan Milaw
I do not support circumcision at all and my son will decide about it when he is a man.

Mac’Olonde David
I think it should be an issue to be tackled outside the schooling space

Ojoo Dan Milaw
Yes bro that alone can make me withdraw my child from the school immediately.

Garang’ Okaka
wacha mtoto apawe wembe....Headteacher did good to seek consent....

Mac’Olonde David
Your opinion

Owino Ken
Male Genital Mutilation must STOP. And this is not a request. We’re professionally handling the circumcision propaganda at Intact Kenya

Ras Emmanuel Herbalist Thunderstorm
Thunderstorm is with Antonia A Boskiado Muyenga-Muyenga II.
August 25, 2021
The government looks at its citizens like animals in a park.
They just can’t fool me!

Chilufya Supa Chilu
Male Circumcision has failed to Prevent HIV/AIDS, so apa we are going to Use Force, by Fire! By Thunder! We are going to Know U. Lol #Uzatasha

UN Report: African opposition to mass circumcision
Dear parents, I think circumcising babies/children is evil and a violation of their rights. Why not wait until they grow to fully understand sex, advantages/disadvantages of circumcision so they make their own decision. It's not everyone that wants their foreskin chopped. Can someone take a survey if our friends in the west who have campaigned hard and introduced male circumcision to Africa are circumcised themselves, or the percentage at which their babies/children are taken for circumcision. Being born with a foreskin is normal, it's not a defect or Cancer, removing it is lifetime decision, let children grow to make their own decision on circumcision. Children circumcision should stop.

Comrade Dearam Simakungwe I don't understand people who champion Circumcision or even its benefit. Some say for women, it protects women from getting STIs. So if I don't sleep around, where will I get the STI to infect my woman and why were my unchopped ancestors not spreading amalwe? From guys I hear it increases endurance, but I hear it loses feelings well... feels like being on a journey with closed eyes... I don't know what endurance because endurance is something within any man's control unless you have a health issue... Bottom line is the chopping is a tradition we should stop. The skin just like eye lashes do a lot to protect our bodies... God knows why he created foreskin for us... no part of my body is a mistake

Susan Isaac Jere Very soon African women will start running west in search of uncircumcised men. The few remaining ones in Africa will have to start hiding to avoid being raped. I hear it reduces sex sensation on a man, but why would anyone want to reduce that? And who lied to men that women want men who take thour on top?? I don't have a problem with circumcised adults because its their choice, but If it reduces sex sensation why circumcise little children who don't even understand what they are getting themselves into???

Ingrid Nayame I'm glad another man is against it.

Champo Simukoko Whether male or female circumcision, it still sound like genital mutilation to me

Gift Tako Linyada Mbwere This is what I told people on my wall, imagine if my mother had cut my foreskin! I was going be mad with her kalezal

Susan Isaac Jere In near future parents will be sued

Zamubed Pic Its only in Africa... Where peeps go around in a car with a megaphone advertising Male Circumcision ... No?

Dan Disepo The VMMC Experience Project Circumcision done on children who are not sexually active. The initiative of this campaign is no longer aimed at adult males but rather mutilation of unsuspecting innocent children's genital foreskins

Kingsmann Lesedi To my own point as just nobody, I think this campaign is just a way of colonization of all males into a super American mindset. When they are finished with everyone they will celebrate your dismal defeat.

Dan Disepo The VMMC Experience Project Here one of the kids cried his lungs out in fear of loosing his foreskin something of which happened. Now the question is; Were his rights not violated?!
In this cold weather little boys are processed for circumcision and then operated in a mobile clinic. The real clinic is locked.

Basher Shamsudin “Get’em while they’re young” - is this how good is justified?

Klaus Rasmussen Hopefully, this will go down in history, as a crime against humanity.

Kristian Rikardsen Fellow norwegian here, most people are against it and even I am against it.

Kalipalire Zex the world is encouraging Male Genital Mutilation (aka circumcision) while discouraging the same for females (FGM) and encouraging education for the girl child

Khayelihle Nxumalo Have you seen any other race other than black for “Male Circumcision” adverts? I get offended because it subliminally says only black people need to circumcise and thus scaring of potential white/indian/colored woman I could meet.....
Sexual Impact

Continued from Section II.
I stumbled upon two guys who are looking in a conversation about the merits and demerits of circumcision. Actually the taller one is telling his friend about how much he regrets having done the operation to remove his foreskin. He says he is the foremost part of his manhood lost all of its sensitivity the day he was circumcised and since then he has never enjoyed sex with any woman at all. He likened his sexual experience to someone simply using a dry twig to poke a hole! This experience has left him with no sexual pleasure and he regrets everything about it. According to him he says at PSI they only told him that it would lower his chances of contracting HIV should he have unprotected sex and that his manhood would be less sensitive so that he would not suffer from early ejaculations. But the whole experience is far from satisfactory or any of what he had envisaged as he is now left with a dry stick that doesn’t give him the sexual pleasure he would like to feel when intimate with a woman. I don’t know about the truth of his statement but judging by the seriousness of his expression, he was genuinely unimpressed. In fact he further advised his friend not to dare circumcise his boy child but let it be his own choice to do so when he grows up. There! I have always said it. People get circumcised for all the wrong reasons. I’m sure that numerous other men out there share the same sentiments but are afraid to come out and declare that they have made a huge mistake in their lives.

Circumcision is a medical phenomenon whose health benefits are debatable and wildly inconclusive. Why are we all falling for this dumb cult?

If there’s one thing I regret in my life; it’s getting circumcised.
UN Report: African opposition to mass circumcision

**VEE MAMPEEZY KILLS YOUNG MAN**
*A 24 year old young man from serowe is blaming Vee Mampeezy*
*Says Vee mampeezy whom was Ambassador for Safe Male Circumcision must bring back his foreskin.*
*He says Vee mampeezy Inspired him to cut down his foreskin.*
*Told him he will enjoy sex to the fullest*
*Young man claims his girlfriend dumped him for weak erection and poor sexual performance*
*Says he no longer enjoys sex*
*24 year old says he regret the day he removed this foreskin.*
*Confirmed its now the second month without tasting punani.*
"Ga ke sa thola ke tsogelwa, ga ke sa thola ke kgone go ja Tikologo tse di fetang bobedi, mme ke ne ke le motho wa bo 4 rounds go ya ko godimo"*
*He Blames the Ministry of Health and Mampeezy for his sex dysfunctions*
*Demand 1.3million from the government for his disability*

PLEASE SHARE THIS POST TO ALERT OTHERS ABOUT THE SIDE EFFECTS OF CIRCUMCISION

---

**Letsohilo Osupile**
Apart from this story I once asked disadvantage of this circu thing!! I nr got an answer from Doctors and nurses who perform it... Only advantages i got... But believe me they is major disadvantage than advantage. Let just ask one question....

Do m... See More

Like · Reply · 36w

**Orapeleeng Figo Ikaneng**
Well said bra, nna I was once chased away in a workshop asking abt the disadvantages of circumcision. Kantle gone where does the idea of circumcision originates, ne go pushiwa agenda ya the westerns.

Like · Reply · 36w

**Tumi Mmagwe Lefa Tjala**
Most men r complainin bout this issue yet sm evn tell u thy do knw th disadvantages of the circumcision...mme sela la mo kgoba ka mafoko, batlo gare tshwane betshoo...ngwane yo knew his level, so obone gore aft th procedure gga ga nna jk pele...amwhe smthin s wrong!!

Like · Reply · 36w

**Boikhutsa P M Monga**
It seems most don't understand their rights. This young man understands his. The inspiration he got from vee and all benefits he heard forces him to go. He can win this case with the right representation.

Like · Reply · 36w

**Azizi Loneman**
Circumcision is the only surgical procedure done in under age boys without parental consent, but like the young man rightly claimed it can go wrong leaving a permanent scar on the victim. Whether the guy is true on not, get the message in the post.... He rightfully blamed Vee for his circumstances cos he was inspired getting it from a celeb/role model that save male circumcision is cool.

Like · Reply · 36w

**Aldrin Walker Kgomonene**
Yah circumcision is nonsense, I also regret it. I don't think I will let any of my kids to do that

Like · Reply · 36w

**Meso Tshalakwe**
I don't support this campaign, I never will

Like · Reply · 36w

**Gibson Magagga Snr**
I still can't beieve most men wer dumb enough to fall for this...

Like · Reply · 36w

**Thabologo Ramahobo**
Nonsense.... Circumcision is the way to go... I did it

Like · Reply · 36w

**Kele David Monekwe**
This happens to many guys who did it, it was just trial & error

Like · Reply · 36w
Q: Are you circumcised?
A: yes i Am & not proud I miss my Skin

Next

3 Comments 2 Shares

To Headmaster,
Achego Primary School
Kagan, Rangwe constituency
Homay bay County... See More

115 Comments 32 Shares

Expecting me to believe that Khama was joking about the Horse incident is like expecting an uncircumcised man to buy the argument that circumcision increases sexual pleasure. Where is the evidence in the two cases?

20

One of the most hidden regret among men is circumcision after testing sex before circumcision.

I don't have scientific evidence for my opinion But to be sincere since i circumcised all i my sensitivity withered away.

I no longer enjoy things the way i used to, if i ejaculate the first time re erecting us a problem and when i final do erect again second ejaculation refuses.

I need to meditate so much onto what am doing to get out if the lock simply because the penis is no longer feeling the touch of the vaginal wall u be like yo fucking a mattress.

I used to make even four ejaculations in a night now I have to fight to get just a second one.
Male circumcision is a very big Scam.. It gave our ignorant men courage to attack coz of the reduced risks they were lied about.

Continued from Section III.

Richard Wasonga
March 20, 2019

This circumcision thing has led many into their early graves

Like · Reply · 1d

Mandela Owoor
Fake news
Like · Reply · 1d

Onimo Onguru III
March 6, 2019

53.75% of Luo's who underwent circumcision during the hype of VMMC regret that decision!!

Circumcision is Fraud, it made some people think they couldn't contract HIV. It only made Luo's, Highly Acceptable, to indulge heavily in sexual pleasures with other communities Bantu; Meru, Kalenjin et al without ridicule!!

If the hand of time would turn back, Nkt.

Yours truly
53.75%

David Oyola
Resist that rubbish.
Like · Reply · 1d

Hon Omondli Kong'o
I resisted it when it all started haha
Like · Reply · 15h

Onimo Onguru III
You're the real men now...
Like · Reply · 15h

Antonio Anto Leonardo
The good thing is.. it offered employment opportunities to a few individuals... An nachi before bullshit mar VMMC no ok!
Like · Reply · 14h

Christopher Chikwanda
March 3, 2019

My dearest African doctors what compelled you to adopt male circumcision to prevent HIV/AIDS when you knew it will only increase cases of HIV infection? Why did you lie that circumcision reduce chances of contracting HIV/AIDS? When you knew it was a lie because such benefits does not exist?

Are you aware that circumcised men are reluctant to use condoms? Are you aware that HIV infection has gone high in countries were circumcision was massively done by you doctors? Now listen ... See More

KNMG NL
International physicians protest against American Academy of Pediatrics' policy on infant male circumcision
Circumcision conflicts with children's rights and doctors' oath and can have serious long-term...

Dhat Crazzy Bitch Minley
December 12, 2018

I am Very Proud to have a Circumcised partner it also Protects Me against Cervical cancer

Tsopha Mbangwana, Karabo Baby and 9 others

Cindieff Geoffrey
November 29, 2018

There is this very dangerous notion creeping through some people's minds that circumcision protects one from HIV Virus. Many young men are falling for this lie unfortunately. Do not be promiscuous simply because you are circumcised. Circumcision is NOT immunity to HIV my friends.

Grace Mthombo, Aloha Chimane and 8 others

Mbaakaneyi Lenyatsa
November 16, 2018

One Scam i didn't buy and i will never buy is that "Circumcision will help reduce HIV and AIDS infections."

Whatever come up with that lie to Babawana he has the poverty of the mind. It was one regressing move taken by our leaders and it really damaged our society.

The ABC method was very progressive and bearing good fruits. ThenBoom Idiots with no brains just excited with the American donations and start to turn the good work up side.

Circumcision campaign has left many people vulnerable and many young girls have been infected due to believing that a circumcised many is HIV negative and many believing that you can't be infected if you have circumcised hence dumping the ABC strategy.

Circumcision is only for hygiene and other diseases that can be influenced by clean but not HIV/AIDS.

The only where of reducing or avoiding HIV/AIDS is 1) Abstaining, 2) Be faithful to your wife or Husband and 3) Condoms. If you are not sure that the other partner is faithful, Mogabo o nako ke ma kae fela.

People must be free to think. I am telling you since the introduction of circumcision the HIV/AIDS numbers increased mostly in women who believed its true the circumcised men are Negative.

I over heard one girl tell her friend that she tested HIV just because she trusted her boyfriend after he circumcised. The girl is even suicidal because she was talking about how much she did from her teenage to avoid AIDS only to be injected by a guy who used circumcision as advantage of having unprotected sex with unsuspecting women.

I know some individuals will be saying she could have used a condom when we all know that our society is not using a condom that much looking at the number of children without fathers. Every man is looking for any opportunity to have sex without a condom and given the idea of circumcision was arming the with a dangerous self destructive weapon.

I think HIV numbers shoot up since the circumcision.

Odalish Kigambwe Yaga Setsone and 34 others

Vuyo Mlibilo
BhunguBhungu Sgc
November 15, 2018

63% of circumcised male have no chances to be infected with HIV/AIDS

Lara Johnson Slang, Jaime Leigh Hawkins and 84 others

UN Report: African opposition to mass circumcision
UN Report: African opposition to mass circumcision

**The VMMC Experience Project**
October 27, 2018

Is mass circumcision increasing HIV/AIDS in Uganda? President Museveni breaks his silence.

---

**PMLDAILY.COM**
Museveni castigates circumcision as way to prevent HIV/AIDS – PML Daily

---

**Tiba Edward** I support Jaja. In America people are abolishing this habit. But we Africans are moving a round with speakers deceiving people.
Like · Reply · Message · 1w

**Sserwanga Josephine Yolosim** Sir which year was it abolished in America??? tell me the source such that I also get informed
Like · Reply · Message · 1w

**Tiba Edward** Visit [www.norm.org](http://www.norm.org), I will add u more
Like · Reply · Message · Remove Preview · 1w

---

**NORM.ORG**
NORM – The National Organization of Restoring Men

---

**Tiba Edward** There’s alot advocate in USA against this practice.
Like · Reply · Message · 1w

**Tiba Edward** [www.doctorsoppossingcircumcision.com](http://www.doctorsoppossingcircumcision.com) is another one
Like · Reply · Message · 1w

---

**Fusaboroge Pate TitaSoni** A man is to be circumcised..... to look clean.
Like · Reply · Message · 1w

**Oromokoma Oromokoma** Fusaboroge Pate TitaSoni that is the most incredibly stupid reason here
Like · Reply · Message · 1w

**Benon Kisembo** It reduces the chances of being infected.
Like · Reply · Message · 6d

**Oromokoma Wod P’Barangi** Full crap. Can you explain why most Muslim men for instance are infected with HIV much as they are circumcised?
Like · Reply · Message · 5d

**Senfuuka Samuel B** I would also promote it as a personal hygiene intervention than prevention of acquisition of HIV.
Like · Reply · Message · 5d

---

**Bakaki Daniel Perfect**
Like · Reply · Message · 2

**Tagaywa Micheal** It has increased more coz some do it ignorantly...He told us long time ago mbu faithful is better than all induced methods...That pple go ignorantly and hv sex thinking that they won’t be affected
Like · Reply · Message · 5d · Edited

**Juliet Tete Sande** Does this mean that female genital mutilation shd continue to protect HIV/AIDS????
Like · Reply · Message · 3d

**Hillary Kaheebu** Have an urge to check every skirt after I got circumcised they keep sayingf... (2)men loose sexual pleasure by 30percent, (3) there is no HIV in mbale right! Mtwale mikuul
Like · Reply · Message · 1d

**Connie Harker Matovu** It won’t
Like · Reply · Message · 1d
"We need our prepubescent boys" is the response I got from a group of youths I had an opportunity to talk to, from Homabay, and who were volunteers of VMAC, who did not receive any change from the exercise. The medics, who conducted the same did not guide the guys in making choices, and so they could not weigh the pros and cons of the same. "We thought that getting circumcised is like opening the doors of paradise, of staying safe from HIV and other STIs", responded one of them. According to research findings, Homabay county has gained fame in the rising numbers of new HIV infections, even after the activity that was relied on to curb its spread had been carried out. To add on top of this, VMAC has been regarded as a curse by very many individuals for many reasons ranging from high HIV prevalence to high rates of youths and adolescent pregnancies, and now to STI/LS outbreak it has been nicknamed 'jukwaa' in the region... I want to urge our fellow youth, who are in connection with the NCHOs to take responsibility. I have a group of youth volunteers who can visit Homabay and educate our youths on how to protect themselves, in order to reduce these cases of STIs in the area, kindly connect me to the people cum organizations who can sponsor us to do this sensitization.

Since the inception of the male circumcision in Nyanza, have cases of transmission gone down?

Circumcision reduces the chance of getting infections of STIs and HIV by 98%
It's free in Local Clinics.

A few years ago, an editor's supervisor I worked for (Bernard Mwine)' told me not to quote NGO reports so much in my articles: That their figures and data from the field couldn't be trusted. Basically, he said NGO reports are [redacted] (Not his exact words). Last week, a new evaluation report financed by the US Government was released and it showed that the much praised Voluntary Medical Male Circumcision (VMMC) in Kenya may have been built on falsified data. Tens of thousands of 'ghost circumcisions' may have been reported in Kenya since 2008; costing donors a considerable amount of money. The report was published on December 18 and it shows data from the four core counties of Kikuyu, Samburu, Homa Bay and Migori to have been highly inflated. They believe that there was intentional inflation of data reporting by some implementing partners to keep the money flowing.

I guess Mwine was right... NGO workers are as shrewd as they come. No one wants a project to end or to look like it is failing or to look like it is giving results that the donor won't like.
The HIV protection message gone wrong. Yes rails became more promiscuous. Cry my beloved sub-saharan Africa.

Sub-Saharan Africa has been the target for Male Medical circumcision, we thought it was a vehicle to risk reduction. And now? But I guess all hopes shattered! What do you think?

Study shock: Circumcised men have more HIV! Why?
Mzimakwazi sample group goes against all previous studies and has researchers scratching...
They thought circumcision will stop this but instead it just increased the likelihood of getting infected.

Are we in the right direction of combating HIV/AIDS in Africa? The answer is NO! Why have we stopped promoting condoms and instead we are spending huge sum of money promoting male circumcision that does not play any role in HIV prevention but only acts as a conduit pipe for HIV transmission?

CONFIDENTE.COM.NA

19 new HIV infections a day in Namibia
--- Shocking statistics revealed during Walvis Bay PrEP clinic visit By Confidente Reporter A shocking 19 Namibians a day where infected with HIV/AIDS during 2016, adding up to a total of 7

BUZZSOUTHAFRICA.COM

HIV Prevalence In South Africa: Survey Shows A Massive Drop In Condom Use

I didn't go thru the pain of circumcision to be still using condom. AUWA!!!...hit it raw and take a shower

Voluntary Medical Male Circumcision (VMMC) in Kenya specifically Nyanza has not reduced HIV infection as was expected, instead the new infections have doubled if not tripled according to available data.

What if circumcision was actually intended to to achieve exactly the opposite of what we were made to believe? What if the foreskin has defense mechanism that are rendered obsolete once it's mutilated?

What if VMMC is another biological war technique employed by the west to control African population by making them defenseless against HIV?

Time to stop believing everything from the west and start asking serious questions.

This is madness, to say the least! To put it in the context of medicine, it is pure QUACKERY! There is no way that circumcision can reduce the transmission of HIV or any sexually transmitted disease (STIs) even by the smallest percentage can imagine. The regrettable and sad reality of such madness and quackery that seems to have grieved certain people in leadership positions is that it is going to reverse all the gains that have so far been made in the war against HIV. It is no wonder therefore that the rate of infection among the youth has gone up since this madness and quackery started. I think the only way to put an end to the activities of these quakers is to hold them accountable for every death of a person who has been circumcised. I really don't see any other way of shutting their mouths than to make them pay for their actions. We really cannot afford to be silent while our young ones are perishing because of the ignorance being peddled by these liars and quakers.

Get circumcised to protect women from STDs, Zulu prince tells men

The Zulu nation is perishing because of HIV and AIDS, and men should have themselves circumcised, Prince Nhlanganiso Zulu, the son...

Hello dear
I am a man aged 29 and Single. I want to find out if its true that one can't get infected with HIV if they are circumcised. Asante sana

This Kagiso guy on Expressions is so misinformed. I don't even know how he became a guest here. Sitting there telling the whole South Africa that circumcision prevents HIV & Aids and other STIs? Seriously?

It's a shame what he goes and say on tv. He thinks he's protected now?

Lydia Mwape

From my inbox i started going out with my boyfriend two months ago. All this time he was refusing to use condoms because he was circumcised. To him he was saying putting on condoms was for uncircumcised and smelling guys. The day before yesterday, I saw a strange discharge from my vagina. When I told him about it, he just laughed and said he had also a similar symptoms and suggested to go with me to the clinic. When we went there, we were referred to the counsellor for counselling. As we were counselled I learnt that he had two other school girl and he was not sure where the disease came from because he had slept with us in the same period, and he was advised to bring with him other two girls. After that we were both tested and unfortunately both of us were HIV POSITIVE. Am really disturbed and I don't know how many he has infected! What shall I do now? Please I need your advice.